OUR DIVINE REBIRTH - 12 DNA restored
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The Promise of the PERFECT KINGDOM has already arrived. The Divine Blue Print of the
Perfect Man created in the image and likeness of God has already arrived. The 12 DNA
template of the original Taran, Oraphim, Aquafarian, Paradisian Race Line has been
reinstated into the Sphere of Amenti within the Earth's Etheric Core. The Sphere of Amenti is
the Morphogenetic Field (Consciousness created by the interweaving of Sound and Light
Particles of the Complete Soul Matrix of all Races on Earth). That 12 DNA SHIELD was
completed on December 21, 2012. That was the date that our Cosmic, Universal and Galactic
Founders, Guardians and Creation Race lines chose for this completion because it was the
exact date that there would be enough Frequencies in the Body of Earth to hold the
implantation of such a huge amount of Frequencies. The Promise of the return of the Sphere
of Amenti was postponed for 22,000 years because there were not enough Frequencies in the
Earth's template to hold the incoming Star Activation. If they had completed their mission at
that time, the Earth would had eventually exploded.
The Perfect Kingdom of the Divine Blue Print of the planetary body and human body made in
the image and likeness of God is exactly that. It is a template with a programmed blue print
like a piece of film in a camera. The picture of the divine creation was placed on the film
through the Mind of God, first as a negative, which is like a negative ion. Next, the negative is
flashed into the Consciousness of the Idea created on the negative and developed into a
picture or a positive ion. Unfortunately, when a picture becomes developed in the outer
domains of the five spheres of Consciousness, it can be manipulated, distorted and completely
damaged by outside sources. This could be likened to what can be done to characters on the
movie screen who are morphed into new images by the film editor. That is basically what
happened to God's original movie. It got morphed into a completely distorted illusion.
Now, we are re-making God's movie. Now, the original negative of the picture of the man
made in God's image and likeness is being put back in the movie camera. Now, that new
movie will be played through the restored Earth's Khristiac Grid. The frequencies of the
divine blue print, which would be the negative of the picture, or the negative ions, will be
dispersed from the Sphere of Amenti ( the camera holding the corrected ionized film with the
divine blue print imprinted upon it). Now that camera, holding the corrected movie pictures
will flow into the Earth's grids and then into the biosphere of the human angelic template.
That bio-energetic field will be filled with the negative ion holding the divine blue print
created in the Cosmic Consciousness pre sound and pre light field. This is the point in
creation when Source breathes the Divine Idea onto the Heliotalic Plasma, Silver, Pink,
Purple, Gold Pastel Frequency Grid of the Negative Ion that comes down from heaven as the
Purple Rain of the rebirth of the Divine Consciousness and then translates to the Positive Ion
that is Visible Light of Ultra Violet BLUE. This Blue Film develops into the Blue Body and
the Light Body and the Crystal Body of the Divine Man made in the image and likeness of
God.
NOTE- NOW THAT THE DESCRIPTION OF THE SCIENTIFIC UNDERSTANDING OF
NEGATIVE IONS HAS BEEN TOUCHED UPON, and the negative ion can be explained as
moving water particles, we would like to change the meaning of this term for the New Earth,
this new time, this new reality to be termed SPIRITUAL IONS, which are the moving water
particles of Liquid Light Crystal Water Falls pouring down the Purple Rain from Cosmic

Consciousness. This Purple Rain turns into Ultra Violet Blue as it becomes visible. We can
begin to interact with the Water Fairies within this new bio energetic field of liquid light
energy as we raise our frequency of visible light into the blue light. We will call the HE3H20
liquid light energy SPIRITUAL IONS. This term will be the new understanding for all
students of the COSMIC MYSTERY SCHOOL OF THE OMNIVERSE. Crystalai
The 12 DNA template is the original IDEA in the Mind of God. This is the negative of the
film that will be developed into a picture that can be seen or perceived within the visible light
spectrum when it becomes the positive. The negative ion is the purple rain coming down as
the heliotalic frequency, and the positive is the visible blue light. This interaction of the
negative ion as the flow of liquid light energy flowing through the plasma to create a rainbow
where the letters in the light can be viewed as hydrolaise. This can also be viewed as the
heliotalic frequency of the fourteenth dimension weaving into the plasma of the eighth
dimension and then becoming visible as it reaches the visible light spectrum in the fifth
dimension. When this happens we have achieved another very important phenomena on Earth
which allows the bio energetic fields to carry a new chemistry.
The new biology and chemistry begins when the water changes from H20 into HE3 H20,
which is the formula of three parts helium into two parts hydrogen into one part oxygen. This
is the new bio energetic field of energy that Earth will breathe through her grids from the
Sphere of Amenti into the Earth's atmosphere and into the templates of the human biology.
This magical substance is called hydrolaise. Crystalai and aDolphino introduced their students
to Hydrolaise in 2008 when they interacted with this substance in Monterey. It is easy to
mistake this magical substance with the negative ions that are seen and felt when water
particles separate in the activity of the water fall, or the tidal waves splashing against the
crystal structures, or the mist in the air allowing rainbow streams to manufacture before you
very eyes.
This hydrolaise that was seen through the kaleidoscope eyes of Crystalai in 2008 and
progressively more and more each day until 2012, when the hydrolaise actually began to carry
upon it her very own fire letters of her divine creation. This is the ultimate in hydrolaise
activity. Our fire letters are the sub harmonic frequencies - the 12 missing frequency bands
between each DNA strand. As I watched these fire letters streaming through the hydrolaise as
it interacted with the plasma in the Sun's rays, those very fire letters were braiding within my
own DNA strands. This etheric 12 strand template is always created from the divine blue print
which always begins with the 12 codes. The 12 codes begin as fire letters which are the most
etheric level of Consciousness, which can only be seen with 5th dimensional vision. This
divine template is what activates the 12 DNA to become reactivated from within the Earth's
biosphere and then She breathes this hydrolaise out into our DNA template so that our fire
letters begin weaving our 12 sub harmonic frequencies or fire letters back into our DNA
template.
The template is the etheric level of the DNA. The DNA is always the 12DNA template
because there are 12 etheric bands of sub harmonic frequencies which create the celestiline
bands of transformation within each DNA strand. To the scientific visible light spectrum, the
only visible DNA that has been considered is the double helix DNA template. That template
is the primary structure of the distorted film placed in the outer domains destruction of the
original movie made in the image and likeness of God photography lab.
The true movie made in the Mind of God photography lab was always a 12 DNA template
holding the Divine Blue Print of the Complete IDEA that was to be created first as a Cosmic
Film of Heliotalic substance, next as Liquid Light Energy from the Universal Sphere,
transferred into the x-ray vision that allows the film to flip over into the visible spectrum
within the second sphere of Galactic Consciousness. The visible spectrum is within the
second morphogenetic field or the second sphere of dimensions 4, 5 and 6. That is the

template where our Taran Race line of the immortal man who never dies, never gets sick and
never speaks a negative word to anyone lives.
When we receive the new breathe of fresh bio energetic frequencies that hold the new
morphogenetic field of consciousness, our bio energetic field becomes saturated with that new
reality. This is a glorious process of making God's movie the way it was supposed to be made.
The movie will be made in the image and likeness of God, or with the divine blue print of
Divine Perfection within every atomic structure of the body as 12 sub harmonic bands within
the first, second and third DNA strands braid together and activate as they create celestiline
(the magical blue dust powder of immortality) causing the DNA to braid together causing
Ascension into the Second Morphogenetic Field.
Our Divine Guardian Families and Friends have created on Earth the absolute formula for this
Divine Miracle to take place upon this Earth between 2012 and 2017. The five year window
has already begun. It began that divine moment of December 21, 2012. It was that moment
that the frequencies of Consciousness of all 12 Universes aligned into at one ment or
Atunement as the Music of the Spheres sang a brand new song through the Cosmos. This
alignment had to be completed at a Cosmic level where 13 Cosmos created the Cosmaya
Frequency to activate the alignment of the 12 Universes. This alignment was inhaled into the
New Negative in the Breath of Source to create a brand new Negative of the picture or the
new movie that would be created. This new movie created on the same divine template of the
12 DNA Divine Coded Template was EXHALED into the entire new Cosmos on December
21, 2012.
There is no time in Divine Reality. That means the reality of the new 12 DNA Divine Man
made in the image and likeness of God was created on this day. However, the 5DNA negative
of that creation also needed to be implanted into the Sphere of Amenti, in order for the
Angelic Human to enjoy the Visible Light aspect of the 12DNA template. The second
morphogenetic field holds the visible light aspect of the perfect man. This is the field of
consciousness where God's Movie can most easily be enjoyed. When we rise into the third
morphogenetic field of 7,8, and 9 dimensions, we begin playing in a field of light that is so
etheric that it is like a shield of light with a silhouette of forms in it. Beyond that, the spheres
of reality become less and less dense until we become pure consciousness with no form at all.
Now, that we have redeveloped into the 12 DNA template, we can enjoy all of those
morphogenetic fields of Consciousness. We can become invisible light long enough to orb
into those other dimensions of reality. It is our new biological chemical structure of the
HE3H20 that develops us into the negative ions that allow us to flash into light as our
Consciousness becomes trained to activate these states of light by raising our frequencies
through our own activity of Consciousness and Breath alignment with the Mind of God.
Back to the Fairy Magic. I was told that my new mission on Earth during this window of five
years is to see and communicated with Water Fairies or the Aquafarians. The ability to do this
requires what I have explained in the preceding article. My Higher Self has reconnected me to
this understanding of the Hydrolaise and the HE3H20 or the Spiritual Ionization, as being the
first step in creating the morphogenetic field of reality where I can go into and invite Water
Fairies into my Consciousness to see them and communicate with them. Fairies cannot live
within the distorted water fields that have existed on this Earth. The fairies that some have
seen and channeled are those that have been caught within the same messed up movie screen
that the rest of us have been living within. We are now responsible for setting those Fairies
free as we help them to translate the bio energetic fields into the spiritual ionization needed
for real fairies to live in.
We did this same procedure in Monterey, when we were helping the Dolphins and Whales
ascend back up into the Cloud Cities as their bodies translated into the Hydrolaise, the mist,
the negative ions and finally the HE3H20 within the spiritual Cloud Cities of Higher Earth.

The animals of divine origin such as the Dolphins, Whales, White Belugas, Penguins, Polar
Bears, White Fox, and many more have ascended ahead of the Earth because they didn't need
to clean out as much Karma as the rest of us. Now, that we have helped them, it is time to
help the fairies who will help us. I have also watched the Evergreen trees ascend right before
my eyes. They attune into their light bodies right before my eyes. Their light body pops out in
front of them and then goes back into their eternal life green body and it looks like evergreen
but it glows. That was different than the process we watched the dolphins, whales and belugas
go through. We even have a picture of the ascending dolphins on our website.
Children have always been able to see and communicate with fairies easier than adults. Allow
your children to guide you in this activity along with a little help from your new
understanding of the reality of the existence of fairies, ionization, HE3H20, and the new bio
energetic fields we live in. This will help you activate your DNA stranding and your
children's DNA stranding. Many of you are already living with the Indigo children who have
these magical talents and already have their DNA activated. It is time to start learning from
them. They are your key to the kingdom.
Namaste,
(From the Source of all that is within me to the Source of all that is within you),
KHRYSTALAI
(the place where the spark of Source within the Crystal Heart of the Universe flows back to
the Spark of Source in the Pre Sound Field)
RETURN OF 12 DNA - A DIVINE SCHEDULED EVENT
CRYSTALAI (2013)
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com
(Teachings of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse)
Point One: 12 DNA- what is it? Where did it come from?
How did we get it back?
12 DNA is the Divine Blue Print of the Human Angelic Race line. That race line began as
Oraphims who created the Turaunesiums - of Tara. Our 12 DNA encryption lattice was left in
our bodies within the double helix of the visible 3D body. Scientists know that there is
something there. They call it junk DNA because they can't actually see it in 3D terms.
The Taran Race was living in the Aquari Matrix in Harmonic Universe two. The Elohim
Angels of Gaia live in Harmonic Universe Three through the Universal Consciousness of
Harmonic Universe Four.
Angelic Humans are the race line created from the 12 Coded Divine Blue Print or the 12 DNA
structure. The Elohim Angels stored that 12 Coded DNA until it would be safe to restore it to
our bodies. The original scheduled time of the Star Gate Activation Cycle that would allow
the return of the 12 Coded DNA was 22, 346 BC.
The last Star Gate Activation Cycle before that possible date was 208,216.
December 21 ,2012 was the date chosen by the Elohim and other Guardian Races for
beginning the Stargate Activation Cycle. The Star Gates were already opened. They were
opening about one per year for the past 12 years --approximately. The Activation Cycle is the
activation of that potential. The Elohim Angels had placed Seals on each of the 12 stargates
back in 22,346. Those Seals were blocking the Source Flows called Eiron Flows of
Electromagnetic Energy into our Chakras.
On that divine date, the Seals that have been blocking the Eiron Flows of all of the stardust
from all 12 stargates were removed. That scheduled date by the Elohim Angels was a promise
that they made to us about 22, 346 BC, when they froze our 12 DNA , which would be
returned to us at a time that was most appropriate to our spiritual growth. If they had

activated our 12 DNA back in 22, 346 BC , we would had ended up as a completely removed
species of the universe -- that is another very long story. That would had been the result of
overloading the Earth with more frequencies than she was able to hold at that time. Since then
there have been countless problems added to the original reason for putting our scheduled 12
DNA return on hold. The most recent one has been the Zeta's presence and inner control
through sound wave barriers, and the Nibiru Electromagnetic Technology that has created a
NET around the very Encryption Lattice that holds the 12 Coded DNA in our bodies.
As a result of 3D scientific understanding, most people think DNA is something that will be
regained over centuries of consciousness development. That 3D reasoning comes from the
exact same Inner government control that has allowed the Zeta and the NET to remain on the
Earth. That Government has done everything to lock the Human Angelic Consciousness in a
3D prison. Everyone thinks the government is here to take care of them when in fact most of
them are the representatives of the Fallen Angelics who are here to take our Souls.
The holders of our 12 DNA are our Soul Matrix. They are our family, creators and guardians.
They are the Elohim Angelis of HU3. They have been creating the plan, the organizations,
and connecting with race lines who could help us overcome the dilemma that their race line
has become entangled within.
They have always had a scheduled plan for the return of the 12 DNA template. In fact, the 12
DNA template has always existed within our Soul Matrix, which is who we actually are. It is
the return to the enlightenment that will allow us to return our Consciousness into the Soul
Matrix that we are a part of that will turn our 12 DNA on the moment that we do this.
We are all created from the Idea of Source. That idea is beyond the matrix of the idea being
created. So, let's say this Earth Matrix is a 15th dimensional matrix containing 15 spheres of
Consciousness. All of those spheres are a part of the Idea created beyond those 15 spheres, in
the Source Field of Consciousness. We are a part of that complete Divine Idea. Within that
complete idea, the Universal Consciousness of the 12th Dimension contains the
Consciousness Field that connects us to the Electromagnetic Energy Flow of Source.
That 12 Coded Field contains the same Consciousness that is supposed to be flowing through
us now. That is what the 12 DNA or the 12 Coded Divine Blue Print is. It is the coded field
that all Star seeds originate from.
The star seeds of the Oraphim Race were destroyed, so a new race line was created to replace
them - that was the Tarans. The Tarans were almost completely destroyed, so the Elohim
Angels stored away their 12 DNA to be returned at a later time.
All Fallen Angelics in the Fallen Milky Way System knew that the return would happen when
the Star Gate Activation Cycle began on December 21, 2012. That is the reason they created
the NET that would engage the frequencies of Nibiru on that date to set off a series of crystals
on the planet that would entrap the entire population in the brainwave fields of the Fallen
Angelics for a complete brainwash of the race. That brain washing would include the third
world war and massive destruction through what we already saw in small amounts of climatic
and earthquake activity.
What really happened on December 21, 2012? This date had been known to all Fallen Angelic
Races who wanted a piece of Earth's Stargates since 22, 346 BC. The Fallen Angelics had
been making plans for our take over for that period of time, as were the Guardian Races
making plans to save our race line, that was to be reactivated on that date. There have been
war games played in our Universe as well as all 12 Universes involving the Mass Ascension
that would be activated on that date.. We were moved through a time portal to a safe place.
We were originally aligned with the parallel two matrix and then the parallel four matrix, and
then five and finally six. Each time the angels realigned our time portals so that we would not
be blasted with the Nibiru frequencies, the Fallen Angelics rearranged their war games of take
over.

We have been in a Cosmic Chess Game for twelve years. Everything that was scheduled to
happen in the Fallen Milky Way Galaxy that would had caused the tidal waves on the
California Coast Line, massive destruction of the Planet, etc. actually did happen. It just didn't
happen to us because we were moved. The Parallel Two Earth did experience those
cataclysms described by Nostradamus. That was the Probable Future of that time. There were
many Probable Futures. Those futures changed into Heroic Futures day by day over the past
12 years. They happened because of the help we were given by our friends the Ranthians and
the Zionites who are experts in time portal manipulation.
One of the Probable Futures that is still being confused with the present reality is the Probable
Future of the three day particle shift in 2017. That Probable future changed in 2006. We
already had the three day particle shift in 2006. At that time the Guardians needed to have that
shift accelerated, as well as everything in the timeline accelerated in order to create the Heroic
Future that is now happening.
The Star Gate Activation Cycle began on December 21, 2012 as planned. That was also the
date of the scheduled return of our 12 DNA.
The rebirth is the realignment into our 12 DNA coded divine Blue Print. All Star seeds came
to Earth with 12 DNA potential. They were upgraded to 24 DNA in 2006. Those Indigo 2's
were upgraded to 48 DNA capacity. So what is about to happen is much more than just
regaining our 5 DNA over a period of time.
It is a revelation of remembering who we are. We are a part of the Divine Matrix. We are a
part of the Soul Matrix that is already made of 12 codes or 12 DNA format. We are always
the entirety of that Soul Matrix. We already are that Soul Matrix. We already have 5 DNA.
We already have a blue body. I know this is true because I've seen it. We each must engage in
the activation and we must work on seeing it.
The easiest way to understand this process is to realize that we are a part of the complete light
spectrum- all the way up to the gamma or the plasma. If we focus our consciousness into the
Sun we have placed ourselves within the entire Plasma Consciousness of our creation light.
The blue light is a result of going into the allness of the light spectrum and then coming back
out the center where the invisible light and the visible light spectrums intersect. When we are
engaged with that point, we see a blue sphere. That blue sphere is our Soul Matrix. It is our
Blue Body self. That doesn't mean that we are only 5DNA. That means that we are the 12
DNA of the Invisible light who is coming down into the visible light spectrum in order to
EXPERIENCE the SELF.
We can't be 5th dimensional without being all of our entire 12 coded DNA. We are the
complete Soul Matrix. We were just turned off for awhile in order to protect our race to
become reactivated at this time.
The activation process is taking place now. I've already experienced it because I have been
working on the Star Gate Activation as each star gate opened over the past 12 years. Each
time a star gate opened we were able to activate one more strand of DNA. Most of the
stargates were activated before December, but several more activated on December 21, 2012.
It takes about two weeks for the activations to catch up with our hormones, and about five
years for the activations to take place in our chakras. Of course this can be done instantly
through the use of alignment techniques given by the Guardians.
The Guardians planned the Star fires to occur far enough in advance that everyone would
have 5 DNA strands fully activated by now. However, the Indigos or Star Seeds already had
the 12 DNA capacity when they arrived on Earth. That is the reason only other Star seeds are
capable of understanding what I am talking about. Those who do not have the coding within
them will not be interested and will not be able to understand. Those are the Earth Seeds who
will be activated by the Star Seeds.

The activation of the MIRACLE is all about PARTAKING in the Opportunity. Only Star
seeds will partake in it because they are the only ones who have the codes in their genes that
are awaiting the activation at this time. Each individual will be guided by their Soul to partake
in whatever activity is needed at the time it is needed. That reality will begin now that the
NET is no longer attached to our consciousness.
THE DIVINE REBIRTH
This reality is the realignment of the Spirit Body which is now rotated 15 degrees clockwise
from the Physical template. We can engage in realigning the liquid light spirit body into At
One Ment with the Physical Template by breathing Stardust Frequencies from our Aquafarian
Families into the Quarks in our Atoms. We align into the Aurora Field of Plasma Energy
which is Aquafaria. That is the portal of Oneness of Atunement with our Entire Soul Matrix in
Tara and Gaia. That portal is open and available now. Our Aquafarian Family has been
sending in Stardust and Singing through my Atoms for five years now. That is why my
activations are in high speed.. The Ascension Grid will be reactivated within the Crystals of
Earth's Grids as more of our own Stardust Energy flows from Aquafaria into our Atmosphere.
The Christ Consciousness is being reborn through each breath we take.
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